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'Mankind owes to the child the best it has to give' - United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child

It is a responsibility that weighs heavily on the shoulders of every individual to create
an environment that is suitable to feed the minds of the young, cherish them and
provide them with love and support during their growing years. It therefore does not
bear thinking of what is absent in the lives of all the youth that live in poverty-ridden
lands and war-torn countries, victims of a fate that is not of their own making. It
becomes all the more precious to those, who live far from these torments, to avail of
the opportunities to live in peace and harmony and get the best out of life. It is
important that youngsters all over the world develop an appreciation of the
opportunities that exist around them to make their dreams come true.

This season is one for the youth to bring out the best in them and to
summon the enthusiam and spirit
that is required to shape the future
in the way they want it to be. And
that is exactly what the youth of
KALA are working towards - by
getting together, exchanging ideas
and demonstrating their creative
abilities. They are ready to seize the
moment - to keep the fires burning
in their hearts and the essence of
Kerala alive through their steps.

Editor
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ª°¬²¾—°

«¯Ð ‰´¬¸—£³ÜÌ°
μ‰¯ÒÔ³ª°μßÃ°§²¹ ƒ¹‹¸¨Ê°§¯μ—Ã°§²¹
μ‰¯ßÄà ¶˜¯¦²¹ ’¯œ²μ£¯¥²¾²¹ ª°¬²¾—°.
£¾μ¨‰Ë²μ¯Ì° μμ‰°“°Å¯œ¤°¶¾
£œæ°Ï μüÔ°Þ œ°Ò²¹ ˆ¯ÜÙ‰à „¤¥²Ò².
íœ²£Ù¤²μ£Ï ‰³μ“Ô°¦Ô²‰¨²¹
ˆÌ² ’¯Ï ª°¬²¾—° ‰Ê œ¯¶¨¯ÜÌ²¶¯¤°
ª°¬² −¹‰´£Ì°œ² ¥Ê² œ¯à £²Ø² ˜μÒ
ª°Ù°È¹ ˜²“Ä±“²¹ Ù˜Ò²á°§¯μ‰.
£—°¤Ï μü¦²¾μœ ¤Å² ª¯Ä° ª¤¸¾²¹
‰Ë°μªá¥°, Å¾¦°¤²¹ μ‰¯ÒÔ³ª²¹
ˆ¯È²¥²¨°¤²¹ °μÒ ª¯§¸¾Ë¯“°¤²¹ œÒ¯¤¸
¶˜Å² £°œ²¾° ‰—° ªÅ°“²¹ ˜¶§œ¯¨°Þ.
‰²¨°Å² £²“°Ì²Ø°§±¦Ï £¯¦¯μ˜ μ‰È°
†©²¶ÒÞÔ°Å² ‰Ë²μ¯Ì°¤¯œ¤°Å±“²¹
‰—°μ¤¯¥²¾°¤˜² μ˜¯©²μ˜©²¶ÒÞ¾²¶Ø¯à
μμ‰μªá ˜Ò°§íÏ μªá°œ¯—¤¹ œÞ‰².
£˜¸−¥£¯—² °μÒ ’¯œ²£œ°¤Ó¯¥²¹,
£Ý²¶á¯Ü œÞ‰²¹ ª°¬²μμ‰œ±È¹ ª¯Ä±“²ª¯Ï
‰¯¤μÔÈ°¤°§¯¾²¹ ‰°È°¤μ˜ß¯μ£Ë°,
‰³“²˜§¯Ü¾¯μ—Ò² «—¸”‰³“°“²¹ °μÒ.
œ−±¦²¹ ¬±§¤²¹ ¶üÜÒ²¶á¯¥² −°œ°£˜¯Ï
¦°§±−¯¤°¥°¾²Ò² ª°¬²ª°Ò¯š»£¯¤°.
−°œ°£ ‰¯—¯Ï «¯”»¹ °“°¾²¶Ò¥£íÏ
ƒÒ°¶Ô¯à ¶¯¶‰μÊÒ² ª°§¾±“²‰¤¯μ§,
Ø§¹ ˜Ò°Þ μ˜¯©¯Ï ‰¥Ç² μ‰¯Ê¯‰°§²¹,
Ù¶¤¯μ“¯Ô¹ ’¯œ²¹ μ¯¤˜²¹ ˆ¯ÜÌ²¶¯¤°
Ò² ’¯Ï μ‰¯˜°μÅ¯¥³ ˜¯¥¶¯“°¤²£°ß;
μüμÝÒ² μüÒ² μ˜¯©¯Ï Ø§¹ “²Ìß
μ‰¯ÒÔ³ª°ß, ‰—°μ¾¯Ò¤²£°μßÃ°§²¹
ƒ¹ÂÊ°μ§μú ª±È°Þ ‰—°μ¤¯¥³¾³¹ ’¯œ²¹.

*******************
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‘‰§’¤²μ“ ü¯§‰«ø°¤²¹ ½¶ü¯šœª²£¯¤ ¶•¯.¶−˜²§À¸£°¶¤¯μ“¯Ô¹
Ã°“¯Ï ‰©°Ç œ°£°¬Äμ¨¾²¦°Å¸ ‚®¸¨¯š¶Ì¯μ“ ˆ¥² ‰²¦°Ô¸ -

- «¯Ð ‰´¬¸—£³ÜÌ°

ˆ¥² ²¥²¬μú ª°¤Ì°œ² °Ò°Þ ˆ¥² −¸½˜± „Ê¯ª²¹ †Ò¯—¶ß¯ μü¯ß¸. ¶•¯‰¸“Ü
¶−˜²§À¸£°μ¤¾²¦°Å²á ª°¶«¬—¹ ‚ ¥°›°¾²¹ ²¦Ì¯—¸. ªÜ «ø° ‰¥²Ò˜¸ ±ª°˜
Ã¯¨°¤¯¤ ¶•¯. −²‰²£¯¥Ï œ¯¤Ü¾² £¯˜½˜ß ‰§ †Ò ½ð¯œÌ°œ² ‰³“°¤¯—¸. ˆÔ¹ −¼Ð¹
¶£Š§¤°Þ ª»ø°£²½š ˜°Ô°¾¯œ²¹ ªÜ¾¯¤°. £³Ò² ª§°¤ ‰¯¥»Äà! ¶•¯. ¶−˜²§À¸£°¤²μ“
°Ð²—¤²¹ ¶½¯˜¸−¯®œª²¹ ƒß¯¤°¥²Ò²μªÃ°Þ ‰§ ƒ½˜‰Ê² ª¨¥²£¯¤°¥²Ò²¶ª¯? ƒß †Ò²
œ°æ¹«¤¹ ¦¤¯¹. ¥¹‹Ì² ‰“Ò² ªÒ¸ £²Ï œ°¥¤°Þ −¼¤¹ ½˜°¬¸”°¾¯μ˜ °Ò°Þ œ°Ò² ˆ¥²
ü¯§‰ «ø°¤¯¤° ªÜ ½ªÜÌ°¾²Ò². ˜¯—¸ ¶−˜²ª°μú μμ«§°. ‰§¤²μ“
†ß¯¥°¯“°‰¨°§²¹ ‘§°Ï•Ï§±‘¤°Þ œ“¾²Ò ª¯Ü¬°‰ ª°¥²Ò²‰¨°§²¹ −·®´šÌ°μú
−²‹œ¸›¹ ¥Ì° ²Æ°¥°¤²£¯¤° ‰²§±œ˜¼¹ œ°¦Ç ‚ £²Š¹ œ£²¾¸ †Ò²¹ ‚®¸¨¯š¹ ‰¥²Ò².
¶•¯. ¶−˜² ˆ¥² μμ‹œ¶¾¯¨°è¯—¸.
−¼Ð¹ ½ªÜÌœ¥¹‹Ì¸ ªÜ¾²
§¢°Å ¹‹±‰¯¥£¯—¸ “²Ì°μ“
§¢°Å μý¶ß¯¬°Ô¸ (F.R.C.O.G).
‚Üî£¯¤ ¶−ªœÌ°œ²¹
‰”°œ¯Î¼¯œÌ°œ²¹ §¶Ô¯©²¹
¹‹±‰¯¥¹ §¢°¾¯¦°ß. μÀ
¹‹±‰¯¥¹ §¢°¾²¶Ø¯à ˆ¥²
«¥°¶¤¯“² ‰¯—°¾²Ò œ±˜°¤¯—¸
†Ò² ¦¤¯¹. ¶−˜²ª°œ¸ Palm leaf μú
¢°œÑœÄà.! ¶−˜²ª°μú £œæ¸
Palm leaf μú ª¯¤œ¾¯¥²£¯¤°
Ã²ª¾²Ò˜¸ ’¯Ï ¢°£¯œ£¯¤°
‰¥²˜²Ò².
?

‰§ ¤²μ“ œœÌ°Þ Ã¯¨°¤¯¤ μμ‹œ¶¾¯¨°è°œ¸ ‚ °¦ª°¤²μ“ œ£°¬Äμ¨¾²¦°Å¸
¦¤¯¶£¯?

* ’Äà ‰²μ¦ −²®´Ì²¾à §¶Ô¯©²¹ ˆÌ² ‰³“¯¦²Ê¯¤°¥²Ò². ˆ¥² ‰³È¯¤ ¸£¾°“¤°Þ

−²‰²£¯¥Ï
œ¯¤Ü¾² ¶˜¯Ò°¤ ‚«¤£¯¤°¥²Ò² ‘‰§‘. ‚«¤Ì°œ¸ ‰³È¯¤¸£¤²μ“ ³ÜË°Ð²—¤²¹ §¢°Å².
Äμœ¤¯—¸ ‘‰§‘¤²μ“ °¦ª°.

?

¶−˜²ª²¹ ƒ· ‚«¤¹ ³ÜË£¯¤²¹ ¹‹±‰¥°Å² ¶ß ?

* ß. †œ°¾¸ ˜°¶œ¯“¸ Positive ‚¤° react μüÛ¯Ï ‰©°Ç°ß. ‡˜°œ²¹ œß˜²¹ ü±Ì¤²£¯¤

ª«Ä¨²Ê¶ß¯? ’¯Ï negative factors μœ¾²¦°Å¯—¸ ü°Ð°Å˜¸. −¹Œ“œ¤²μ“ ¶¥°Þ ¢°½¯¤
ª»˜»¯−Ä¨²Ê¯‰¯¹. −·®´š¡œ¸›Äà œ¬¸“μÔ“¯¹. ˜²μ‰¯Ê¸ ‚š»¹
˜¯§¸¥»£²Ê¯¤°¥²Ò°ß. μÀ ˆ¥² negative role ’¯Ï †“²Ì²£°ß. ’¯Ï ¢¤μÔÈ ‰¯¥»Äà
ˆ¥°¾§²¹ −¹¢ª°¾¥²¶˜ †Ò² ½¯Ü˜¸™°¾²‰¤²¹ μü¤¸˜².

?

'‰§' ˆ¥² ª§°¤ ½ð¯œ£¯¤° ˆ¥² ª§°¤ ‰²“²¹¡£¯¤° ª¨ÜÒ°¥°¾²‰¤¯—¸. ƒ· ª°¤¹
½˜±À°Å°¥²¶Ò¯?

*

ƒß. μÀ Äμœ ‚ª—μ£Ò¸ ‚½‹®°Å². ‚½‹®°Åμ˜ß¯¹ −¹¢ª°¾—μ£Ò°ß¶ß¯? ‚½‹®¹
−ý§£¯¤˜°Þ −¶Ð¯¬¹.
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?

‘‰§'¤²μ“ ª¨ÜÅ¾°“¤°Þ †μÐÃ°§²¹ ½˜°−œ¸›°‰à ˜¥—¹ μü¶ÛÊ° ªÒ²¶ª¯?

*

?

˜²“¾Ì°Þ ˆ¥² ª§°¤ stress œ²¢ª°Å². ‚š»μÌ ¥Ê² ª¯Ü¬°‰¯¶Œ¯¬Äà ‰©°¤²Ò˜² ªμ¥
‚‰¯¹À¤¯¤°¥²Ò². −¯ØÌ°‰½«¸œÄ¨²¹ ¢¤μÔÌ°¤°¥²Ò². μÀ †ß¯ ½˜°−œ¸›°‰¨²¹
‰³È¯¤¸£¤°§³μ“ ’Äà ˜¥—¹ μü¤¸˜².

§¸¹ ‰²“²¹¡‰¯¥»Äà

*

œœ¹ ¶¡¯¹μ¡. ˜¯¤˜² £²¹μ¡¤°Þ. íœ²¹ Ù¤²¹ ª°μ“¤¯—¸ ½ªÜÌ°μ¤“²Ì°¥²Ò˜¸.
°Ò±“¸ ˜´«³¥°Þ. íœ²¹ Ù¤²¹ †¦—¯‰²¨¶Ì¾² ¶¯¤¶Ô¯à ’¯Ï £²Ìä°¶¤¯μ“¯Ô¹ ˜´«³¥°Þ
˜Ä°. ‚¦¯¹ ‰¸¨¯−²£²˜Þ †μú ª°š»¯¢»¯−ª²¹ †¦—¯‰²¨¶Ì¾² ¦°Å² œÈ². ˜°¥²ªœÐ²¥¹
μ£•°¾Þ ¶‰¯¶¨°Þ œ°Ò² ¡°¥²š¹ ¶œ“°. ª°š»¯¢»¯−¹ ‰©°Ç „“Ï ª°ª¯®°˜¤¯¤°.

*

†μú ‰²−´˜° ¶ü¯š»Ì°œ¸ „Ì¥¹ ˆ¥² ²Æ°¥°¤¯¤°¥²Ò². ‚ ü°¥°¤²μ“ £¯›²¥»Ì°Þ
ƒÒμ§‰¨°μ§ ¶−˜²§À¸£° †Ò ¶‰¯¶¨²‰²£¯¥°¤²μ“ ˜°¨¾¹ ’¯Ï ‰Ê²¶ª¯?

*

£‰Ï œª±Ï. Cambridge Þ œ°Ò¸ †Æ°œ±¤¦°¹‹°Þ ¡°¥²š¹ ¶œ“°. ƒ¶Ô¯à Accenture company
U.K.¤°Þ Senior Financial Consultant ‚¤° ½ªÜÌ°¾²Ò². ü°½˜¥üœ¤°§²¹ −¹‹±˜Ì°§²¹ ˜±ª
˜§¸¥¤¯¤ £‰à ¶®£ St.Martins School of Art London Þ ˆ¥² μ‰¯ßμÌ Foundation Course μü¤¸˜˜°œ²
¶«¬¹ St.Georges Medical SchoolÞ œ°Ò²¹ ¡°¥²š¹ ¶œ“°. ƒ¶Ô¯à KentÞ ¶•¯‰¸“¦¯¤° —°μ¤“²¾²Ò².

?

¶½£ª°ª¯®£¯¤°¥²¶Ò¯ ?

?

‰²È°‰à

?

μμ‹œ¶¾¯¨°è¸ ‰²“²¹¡£¯—¸ œ°Ä¨²¶“μ˜Ò¸ ¶‰È°È²Ê¸.

*
?

Ù ¥¯§À¸£°, Ù¯¤° ‰§»¯—°¾²È° °μÒ œ°¤Ì° ƒªμ¥¯μ¾ μμ‹œ¶¾¯¨°è²‰¨¯—¸.

μμ‹œ¶¾¯¨°¤°Þ specialize μüÛ¯Ï ½¶˜»‰ ‰¯¥—¹ ªß˜²£²¶Ê¯?

*

‚ ª°¬¤¹ †œ°¾°¬¸“£¯¤°¥²Ò². °μÒ Ù¤°Þ œ°Ò²¹ Ù¯¤°¤°Þ œ°Ò²¹ §¢°Å ½¶ü¯šœ¹.

*

¢ÜÌ¯ª°μú

?

ƒ¹‹¸¨Ê°¶§¾¸ ¶¯‰—μ£Ò ˜±¥²£¯œ¹ ‚¥²¶“˜¯¤°¥²Ò²

?

ƒ· ¦°Å²œ“±§°μœ¾²¦°Å¸ ¶−˜²ª°μú ‚š» ½˜°‰¥—¹ †Ð¯¤°¥²Ò²?

*

?

†ß¯ªÜ¾²¹ ¶˜¯Ò²Ò˜² ¶¯μ§¤²á ˆ¥² ¥°½¢£¹. ¶¥¯‹¡¯›°˜¤¯¤ Ùμ¤ ª°È²°¥°¤¯œ²á
μμª£œ−»¹. ‰²¦Å²œ¯à ƒª°μ“ μü§ª©°Å² £“Ä²‰ †¶Ò „¶Í«°Å²á². μÀ ƒª°μ“
ð°¥˜¯£−£¯¤°. ˜°Þ õ¯Ì¯¹ ¶˜¯Ò²Ò°ß.

¶•¯‰¸“Ü, Ù, ¢¯¥» ƒ· £³Ò² ¶¦¯¨²‰¨²¹ μ¯¥²ÌμÔ°“²Ì°μ¾¯Ê² ¶¯‰¯Ï ¡²Î°£²È²
¶˜¯Ò°¤°¥²Ò²¶ª¯?

*

ü°§ μμª¬£»Äà. ˜² −¯›¯¥—£¯—¶ß¯. £‰μ¨ ¶¡¡° μμ£Ï•¦°μœ ‡§¸°¾²£¯¤°¥²Ò².
°μÒ †œ°¾² ›¯¥¯¨¹ −²®´Ì²¾à „Ê¯¤°¥²Ò². ª¥²μ“ −®¯¤ª²¹ −®‰¥—ª²¹
‚ª«»Ì°¶§μ¦. Äμœ £³Ò² ¶¦¯¨²‰¨²¹ ª°¤‰¥£¯¾° †Ò² ª°«¼−°¾²Ò².

*

¢°£¯œ¹, ‚®¸¨¯š¹ . †μú ‰”°œ¯Î¼¯œÌ°œ¸ ½˜°ý§¹ §¢°Å² †Ò ¶˜¯ÒÞ.

?

Fellowshipμœ¾²¦°Å¸?

?

Fellowship œ§¸‰²Ò˜°œ²á £¯œš—¸•Äà ?

*

‚š»¹ M.R.C.O.G †Ò ¶‰¯©¸−² μüÛ—¹. °μÒ Ì²ªÜ¬¹ ‰©°Ç¸ ‚ ª»ø°¤²μ“ ‰©°ª¸
‚Üîª£¯¤ ¶−ªœ¹, ‰”°œ¯Î¼¯œ¹, ª°¬¤Ì°§²á ¦°ª¸ †Ò°ª ¥°‹—°Å¯—¸ Fellowship
œ§¸‰²Ò˜¸.
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?

±ª°˜Ì°μ§ ‡Ýª²¹ ª§°¤ ¶œÈ¹

*

£¾¨¯¤ œª±œ²¹ ¶®£¤²¹, ªμ¥ œß ¥±˜°¤°Þ ª¨ÜÌ°. ª°š»¯¢»¯−¹ œ§¸‰° −¼Ð¹ ‰¯§°Þ œ°§¸¾¯Ï
½¯¸˜¥¯¾° †Ò˜¯—¸ †μú ‡Ýª²¹ ª§°¤ ¶œÈ£¯¤° ’¯Ï ‰¥²˜²Ò˜¸.

*

‰²μ¦œ¯à ‰©°Ç ¸ œ¯È°Þ ¶¯‰—¹ μμ‹œ¶¾¯¨°è°μú ¶ª¬¹ ©°Å² ªÅ¸, μ¯˜²‰¯¥»Äà,
−£³®¶−ªœ¹, Charity work Äμœ £μÝ¯¥² ª©°¤¯ªμÈ †Ò² ‰¥²˜²Ò².

?

¢¯ª° ¥°¯“°‰à

œÑ° ¦Ç² °¥°Ç².
£œæ°Þ ¶˜¯Ò°¤˜¸ ƒ˜¯—¸. ½‹ó¤¯¤ ¶•¯‰¸“Ü −¸¶œ®£¤°¤¯¤ ¢¯¥» ª¯˜¸−§»œ°›°¤¯¤ Ù
‰²§±œ˜ œ°¦Ç μ¥²£¯Ý¹ ƒμ˜¯μ¾¤¯¤ ¶−˜²ª°μú ¶−ªœ¹ ‘‰§ ‘¤¸¾² §¢°Å˜¸ ¢¯‹»£¯—¸. ‚
œß £œæ°œ² ª±Ê²¹ œÑ°.

THE MAGIC CHESS SET
Shiva Krishnan (aged 9 years, Stanley Infants School, Teddington)

“Two more days until my birthday!” Paul exclaimed. Paul was going to be ten soon. His older
brother Andrew was sixteen and he was completely obsessed about chess. He wasn’t in a very
good mood because he’d come last in the Richmond Chess League.
“Come on, cheer up. I’ll give you a game with that new chess set that mum bought you”
Paul said to him kindly. So they went to get it. When they opened it, something most
extraordinary happened. There was a flash of light and followed by a whirlwind. The next thing
they knew was that they had shrunk to the size of chess pieces!
“Hey look! Isn’t that the white King marching
towards us?” Andy asked. “Yea, it is!” Paul replied.
The King stopped in front of them.
“Who are you?” the King shouted.
“W…w…we’re humans that have been sucked
in to this chess set,” stuttered Andy.
“Do you know a way that we can get out?”
asked Paul. “Yes”, mumbled the King. “You
either beat our mighty Whites, or…you die!”
And they started setting up the pieces on
the board.
“Okay, Whites go first,” said the King. On the white King’s command, the pawn moved from
F2 to F3!
“King’s pawn to E4!” Paul shouted, and the piece moved! The white King then commanded a
pawn to move from G2 to G4. “Queen to H4, and checkmate!” yelled Andy. They had defeated the
white King and his side!
As soon as they won, they automatically transformed back to their normal size and were
back in the normal world!
“Paul!” called their mum, and he rushed downstairs. “It’s an early birthday present from
your aunt.” “I wonder what it is”, he said excitedly. He opened it and found that it was exactly the
same chess set that Andy had got! Nooo!!!

***********
The Palmleaf
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−¸½˜±‰¨²μ“ „Ò£œ¹ −¯£³®»¥°ªÜÌœÌ°§³μ“
‰©°Ç ª¯Ü¬°‰Ô˜°Ô°Þ ½−Î±‰¥°Å°¥²Ò −¸½˜±‰¨²μ“ „Ò£œ¹ −¯£³®»
¥°ªÜÌœÌ°§³μ“ †Ò üÜÅ¯ª°¬¤Ì°μú ˆ¥² ¶‰¯Ô° ’Äà ¡®². £½Ð° ½«±. †¹. †¹.
®æœ¸ μ‰¯“²Ì°¥²Ò². ¶Í®Ì°μú „Ì¥Äà ª¨μ¥ ˜¯£−°Å¯—¸ ’Äà¾¸ §¢°Å˜¸.
˜°œ¯Þ ª¯Ü¬°‰Ô˜°Ô°Þ ½−°Î±‰¥°¾¯Ï −¯›°Å°ß. ˜²μ‰¯Ê¸ ¶Í®¹ ’Ä¨²μ“
¶ü¯š»Ä¶¨¯“¸ †Äμœ ½˜°‰¥°Å² †Ò²á˜¸ ƒª°μ“ ½−°Î±‰¥°¾²‰¤¯—¸. ‰³“¯μ˜
¶Í®Ì°μú ª¨μ¥ ˜°¥¾°È ±ª°˜Ì°œ°“¤°Þ §¸−£¤¹ ‰μÊÌ° “„Ì¥¯ª§°”
¤Å²˜Ò˜°œ¸ ¶Í®Ì°¶œ¯“²á œ°−±££¯¤ ‰“Ô¯“²¹ ƒª°μ“ ¶¥ŠμÔ“²Ì°μ¾¯á²Ò².
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

¶ü¯š»¯ª§°¾²á „Ì¥¹.

½«± †¹. †¹. ®æÏ
ƒÏýÜ¶£¬Ï - ¯Ü§μ£ú¦° ‰¯¥»£½Ð°

‚£²Š£¯¤° ˆ¥² ‰¯¥»¹ ½«Î¤°ÞμÔ“²Ì°μ¾¯áμÈ. ¢¯¥˜±¤ −¹−¸¾¯¥Ì°μú¤²¹ ±ª°˜ü¥»¤²μ“¤²¹
£®Ì¥Ä¨¯¤ ü°§ −ª°¶«¬˜‰¨°Þ ˆÒ¯—¸ −¸½˜±‰à¾¸ −£³®¹ œÞ‰°ª¥²Ò −¸¶œ®¯š¥ª²‰¶¨¯μ“
¤²á „Ò˜ ð¯œ¹. ‰©° Ç ‡˜¯œ²¹ ˜°Ý¯Ê²‰¨°§¯¤° ‚¶‹¯¨ ª»¯‰£¯¤° œ“Ò²μ‰¯Ê°¥°¾²Ò
«¯−¸½˜-−¯¶Ã˜°‰ ¶£Š§‰¨°μ§ ª°¸¨ª‰¥£¯¤ ‰Ê²°“²ÌÄ¨²μ“ ý§£¯¤° ‰¯Ü¬°‰, ª»¯ª−¯¤°‰,
ª¯ÜÌ¯, £¯Î»£, ¶£Š§‰μ¨ß¯¹ ˜μÒ ½š²˜‹˜°¤°§²á £¯ÝÄà¾¸ ª°¶›¤£¯¤°μ¾¯Ê°¥°¾²‰¤¯—¸.
ƒ˜°μú ý§£¯¤° ‚¶‹¯¨ª»¯‰£¯¤°ÌμÒ œÄ¨²μ“ ½‰¤¶«¬° −Ð²§°˜£¯¤° ªÜÎ°¾²‰¤²¹
˜œ²−¥°Å¸ ±ª°˜ μμ«§°¤°§²¹ −¯£³®°‰ ¡œ¸›Ä¨°§²¹ ‰¯˜§¯¤ £¯Ý¹ ªÒ² μ‰¯Ê°¥°¾²‰¤²¹
μüÛ²Ò². μ“§°ª°¬Ï, ƒúÜμœÝ¸ £Ý¸ ª°ª°›˜¥¹ £¯›»£ ¶£Š§‰à †Ò°ª¤²μ“ œ°¤½Ð°˜£¯¤ ª¨ÜÅ
½‹¯£±— œ˜¤°Þ ¶¯§²¹ £°˜£¯¤ −¼¯›±œ¹ μü§²Ì° ª¥²Ò². ƒ˜°Þ −£³® œÓ¶¤¤²¹ ˜°Ó¶¤¤²¹
‹¯–£¯¤° −¼¯›±œ°¾²Ò Œ“‰Äà „Ê¸. ½−¸˜²˜ £¯›»£Ä¨°§³μ“ ¶‰¥¨Ì°Þ, ™ª¯ ¢¯¥˜Ì°œ²
²¦Ì² ¶¯‰¯μ˜ ˜μÒ, ª°¶š« −¹−¸¾¯¥Ì°μú œ°¦¹ °“°Ô°Å ‰™‰¨²¹ μ‰È²‰™‰¨²¹ †½˜
¶ª—μ£Ã°§²¹ ½¯¤¶¢š£¶œ» §¢»£¯—¸. œμß¯¥² ª°¢¯‹¹ œÄà ª°ª°›˜¥¹ £¯›»£Äà ª©° §¢°¾²Ò
„¶¢¯‹ −¹−¸¾¯¥Ì°Þ ‚‰´¬¸“¥¯‰²‰¤²¹ ª−¯œ¹ ˜°μú “°£‰¨¯¤°Ì±¥²‰¤²¹ μüÛ²Ò².
ƒ˜°μú ¢¯‹£¯¤° −¸Ý¯Ý−¸ „¤ÜÌ¯Ï ¶ªÊ° ‡˜² £¯ÜÁÌ°§³μ“¤²¹ −ØÌ²Ê¯¾²ª¯Ï ˆ¥² ª°¢¯‹¹
½«£°¾²¶Ø¯à £μÝ¯¥² ª°¢¯‹£¯‰μÈ ¥¯Ô‰Þ ª»˜»¯−£°ß¯μ˜ ð§‰¯§¶¡¯›£°ß¯μ˜ −¯£³®» œ±˜°
¶¡¯›Äμ¨ μªß² ª°¨°Å²μ‰¯Ê¸ „Ó¯š ±ª°˜¹ œ¤°¾²Ò². ƒ˜°œ²á ›œ −£¯®¥—Ì°œ¯¤°
μ‰¯ß²¹, μ‰¯§¤²¹, μ‰¯á¤²¹, μ‰¯á°μª¤¸²¹ œ“Ì¯œ²¹ −£³®μÌ¤²¹ ¥¯¬¸½“μÌÌμÒ¤²¹ ˆÝ²
μ‰¯“²¾¯œ²¹ ƒ¾³ÈÜ¾¸ ¶ä¬¹ £“°¤°ß. ‡˜¯Ê¸ £³Ò°μ§¯¶Ò¯¨¹ ª¥²Ò £μÝ¯¥² ª°¢¯‹£¯‰μÈ
¢¯¥˜±¤ −¹−¸¾¯¥Ì°μú £®Ì¥Ä¨¯¤ £³§»Äμ¨ £²¦²μ‰ °“°Å²μ‰¯Ê¸ ±ª°˜¯ª«»Äà
œ°¦¶ªÝ²Ò˜°ª¯œ¯¤° ¥¯‰Þ Î¼¯œ°Å¸ ±ª°¾²Òª¥¯—¸. £°˜ª»¤«±§£²á ƒªÜ −Ð²¬¸“¥²¹
š±œ¯œ²‰Ø¤²áª¥²£¯—¸.
½¢¯˜¹ £²˜Þ ½¶š¯¬¹ ªμ¥ ‰”°œ¯Î¼¯œ¹ μü¤¸˜°È²¹ Ð°¤²¦Ä¯Ï ˆ¥°“¶£¯
μμšœ¹š°œ¯ª«»Äà¾²á ª¥²£¯œ¶£¯ ƒß¯μ˜ š¯¥°½š»¹ μ‰¯Ê¸ ¤¯˜œ œ²¢ª°¾²Ò £μÝ¯¥²
ª°¢¯‹ª²¹ œÙ²μ“ −£³®Ì°μú ¢¯‹£¯¤²Ê¸. ƒ· ª°›μ£¯¥² −¯£³®»£¯¤ ª°§¤°¥²Ì§°μœ
“°ð¯œ£¯¾°¤¯‰—¹ −¸½˜±±”œÄμ¨ ª°§¤°¥²Ì²‰¤²¹ ˜°œ²á ¥°®¯¥ œ““°‰à
½ª´Ì° ™Ì°Þ μ‰¯Ê²ª¥°‰¤²¹ μü¶ÛÊ˜¸.

_______________________________________________________________________
˜¯Ã¨²μ“ ¢°½¯¤Ì°Þ −¸½˜±‰¨²μ“ ¶œÜ¾²á ‰²Ý‰´˜»Äà¾¸ “°ð¯œ¥£¯¤
‰¯¥—μ£Ð¸?

_________________________________________________________________________________
‡˜²£¯ÜÁÌ°§³μ“¤²¹ ›œ£²Ê¯¾—μ£Ò ˜°¥²‰ª°Ç ¶£¯®¹. £°˜£¯¤ −²Š
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¶¢¯‹Ä¨°Þ £²©²‰° ‰²Ì©°Ç ±ª°˜¹ œ¤°¾²Òª¥²μ“ £¯œ−°‰ μμª‰§»Äà. ½¶‰¯œÌ°œ²¹
½¶§¯¢œÌ°œ²¹ ª©Ä° ‰´˜»œ°Üâ®—Ì°Þ ª±©¸ü ª¥²Ì²Ò œ°¤£¯§‰¥²μ“ œ¯ð. −¼¯Ü˜¸™
˜¯§¸¥»Ä¨°Þ −¯£³®°‰ ½˜°¡Î˜ œ¬¸“μÔÈ ¥¯¬¸½“±¤ ¶œ˜´˜¼¹. −£³®Ì°μ§ œ±˜°¤²¹
„Åœ±ü˜¼Ä¨²¹ ‰Ê°μßÒ² œ“°¾²Ò ¡²Î°°ª°‰¨²¹ £¯Î»£½ªÜÌ‰¥²¹. ƒªμ¥ß¯¹˜μÒ ‡¦°¤²¹
‰²¦Ç²¹ ƒ˜°œ¸ „Ì¥ª¯š°‰¨¯—¸. −£³®Ì°Þ μ¯˜²ª¯¤²á £³§»ü»²˜°¤²μ“ ˜°øý§£¯—¸
−¸½˜±‰¨²μ“ ¶œÜ¾²á ‰²Ý‰´˜»Äà.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
²˜°¤ £°¶ßœ°¤Ì°Þ ƒ· ½«¸œÄà ¥°®¥°¾¯Ï −Ü¾¯¶¥¯ −¹Œ“œ‰¶¨¯ ¶ªÊ˜²
μüÛ²Ò²¶Ê¯? −¯£³®»˜°Ó‰μ¨ „Ó³§œ¹ μüÛ²Ò˜°œ¯¤° ˆ¥²−¯£³®»¥°ªÜÌœÌ°œ²
˜²“¾¹ ‰²¦°¶¾Ê ü²£˜§ BÜ¾¯—¸?

_________________________________________________________________________________

−¯£²®°‰ ˜°Ó‰μ¨ „Ó³§œ¹ μüÛ²Ò˜°œ¸ ˜¯˜² −£³®Ì°μ§ †ß¯ªÜ¾²¹ ü²£˜§¤²Ê¸.
›°‰¯¥−¸™¯œÌ²áªÜ¾²¹ ¡²Î°±ª°‰à¾²¹ ‰²“²˜Þ „Ì¥ª¯š°˜¼¹ „μÊÒ²£¯½˜¹.
‰²Ý‰´˜»Ì°œ°¥¤¯ª²‰¶¤¯ −¯À°¤¯‰²‰¶¤¯ μüÛ²¶Ø¯à ˜² ¥®−»£¯¤° −³À°¾²‰¶¤¯
‰Ê°μßÒ² œ“°¤¸¾²‰¶¤¯ μüÛ²Ò˜¸ ‰²Ý‰´˜»¹ ªÜÎ°¾¯Ï ˆ¥² ‰¯¥—£¯—¸. ‰Ü«œ£¯¤
œ°¤£œ““°‰¨²¹ ª»ø£¯¤ ¶¡¯›ªÞ¾¥—ª²¹ ƒ˜°œ¸ ‚ª«»£¯—¸. −¯£³®» ˜°Ó‰μ¨ „Ó³§œ¹
μüÛ²Ò˜°œ¸ œ°¤£œ°ÜÙ¯—Ì°§³μ“¤²¹ ‰¯¥»À£ª²¹ œ°¬¸Àª²£¯¤ ¢¥—œ°Üâ®—Ì°§³μ“¤²¹
−Ü¾¯Ü ¤˜¸œ°Å²ª¥²Ò²Ê¸. ¶¡¯›ªÞ¾¥—‰¯¥»Ì°Þ −¯£³®»-−ÒÎ −¹Œ“œ‰à¾¸ (NGOs)
½›¯œ Ã¸ ª®°¾¯Ï ‰©°¤²¹. −¯¹−¸¾¯¥°‰ ±Ü—˜ £°˜£¯‰²¶Ø¯à −¯£³®»
¥°¬¸‰ÜÌ¯¾¨²¹ œ¶ª¯˜¸™¯œ½ð¯œÄ¨²¹ „Ê¯‰²μ£Ò¯—¸ ü¥°½˜¹ œμÙ ”°Ô°¾²Ò˜¸.

______________________________________________________________________________
œÙ²μ“ −£³®¹ μÉ«°«²®˜»μ¤ £·œ£¯¤° ¹‹±‰¥°¾²‰¤²¹ ˜°μœ¾²¦°Å¸
ª°§°¶¾Ê Bª«»£°μßÒ² ‰¥²˜²‰¤²¹ μüÛ²Ò². ƒ· ª±À—¶Ì¯“¸ ˜¯Ãà
¶¤¯°¾²Ò²¶ª¯?

______________________________________________________________________________

¶¤¯°¾²Ò°ß. μÉ½¢³—®˜» ¶‰¥¨Ì°Þ ½˜ ª»¯‰£¯μ—Ò² ¶˜¯Ò²Ò°ß. ª°š»¯¢»¯−¹ ˜±μ¥
ƒß¯Ì −£³®Ä¨°§¯—¸ μÉ½¢³—®˜» ‰³“²˜§¯¤° ‰Ê²ª¥²Ò˜¸. œ°¤£¹ª©° œ°¶¥¯›°¾²Ò˜°œ²
²¦μ£ −¸½˜± ª°š»¯¢»¯−Ì°œ¸ ½¯£²Š»¹ œÞ‰²‰ †Ò˜¯—¸ ƒ· −¯£³®» ˜°Ó œ°Ü£¯Üœ¹
μüÛ¯œ²á £¯ÜÁ¹.

_______________________________________________________________________________
ƒ· B›²œ°‰ ‰¯§Ì¸ ª°ª¯®−Ù¯œÌ°μú ¥³Ì°Þ ¶ª¬¹£¯¦° ª¥²Ò −¸½˜±›œ
−½Øš¯¤Ì°œ¸ ½−ø°¤²μÊÒ¸ ˜¯Ãà ‰¥²˜²Ò²¶ª¯? ˜¸ ˆ¥² ˜¥Ì°Þ œÙ²μ“
−¹−¸¾¯¥Ì°μú ˜μÒ ¢¯‹£¯¶—¯? −¸½˜±›œ −½Øš¯¤μÌ ü²Ý°ÔÝ°¤²á ˜°Ó‰à
−£³®Ì°μú ü°§ ¶½«—°‰¨°Þ £¯½˜£¯μ—Ò¸ ˜¯Ãà ª°«¼−°¾²Ò²¶ª¯? ª°ª¯®¹ ˆ¥²
μμ‰£¯Ý¾Åª“¹ μßÒ «ø£¯¤ ¶¡¯›ªÞ¾¥—¹ «¥°¤¯¤ š°«¤°¶§¾²á ˆ¥²
ü²ª“²ª¤¸¯¤°Ì±¥²¶£¯?

________________________________________________________________________________

−¸½˜±¾²¹ ²¥²¬œ²¹ −£³®Ì°Þ ˜²§»ð¯œ£¯—²á˜¸. œÙ²μ“ ¢¥—Œ“œ ƒ· ˜²§»˜ ª°¢¯ªœ
μüÛ²Ò². ˜°œ¯Þ ˆ¥² ¥±˜°¤°§²¹ œ»¯¤±‰¥°¾¯ª²Ò ‚ª«»£ß −¸½˜±›œ¹. −¸½˜±›œ¹
‚ª«»μÔ“²Ò ²¥²¬Ó¯Üμ¾˜°μ¥ −¯£³®°‰ ¡®°¬¸¾¥—¹ ¶¯μ§¤²á ‰“²Ì «°À
‡ÜμÔ“²Ì²Ò˜°œ²¶¯§²¹ −¸½˜±−£³®¹ ª°¶«¬°Å² ¤²ª˜°‰à ˆÝμ¾È¯¤° ½˜°òμ¤“²¾—¹.
−£³®μÌ “°£²“° ¡¯›°Å°¥°¾²Ò ˆ¥² −¯£³®»˜°Ó¤¯—¸ −¸½˜±›œ −½Øš¯¤¹. ƒ˜°μœ˜°μ¥
«ø£¯¤ ¶¡¯›ªÞ¾¥—¹ ¤²ªœ−¹Œ“œ‰à μü¶ÛÊ˜¯—¸.

_________________________________________________________________________________

ƒÏ•»¤°μ§ £Ý² −¹ð¯œÄμ¨¾¯à ˜¯¥˜¶£»œ −¸½˜±‰¨²μ“ œ°§ μ£ÅμÔÈ ¶‰¥¨Ì°§²¹
−¸½˜±›œÌ°œ¯¤²á μ‰¯§¯˜‰Äà œ“¾²Ò²Ê¸. −¸½˜±›œœ°¶¥¯›œ œ°¤££²Ê¯¤°È²
¶¯§²¹ ƒ· 21-¯¹ œ³Ý¯Ê°§²¹ −¸½˜±±•œ ª¯ÜÌ‰à ªÜÎ°¾²‰¤¯μ—Ò¸ ˜¯Ãà
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‰¥²˜²Ò²¶Ê¯? ˜¯Ã¨²μ“ ¢°½¯¤Ì°Þ −¸½˜±›Ì°μú ¶¥°§²á £¥—−¹Š»
‰²¦¤¸¾²ª¯Ï †Ð²μ‰¯Ê¸ œ°§ª°§²á œ°¤£Äà ý§½š£¯‰²Ò°ß?

_________________________________________________________________________________

œ°¤£Ì°μú ¥»¯¸˜˜ ß ½«¸œ¹. −¯£³®°‰ ª¶¡¯›£°ß¯¤¸£¤²¹ ˜°¥²‰ª°Ç
›œ¶£¯®ª²£¯—¸ ƒ˜°œ²‰¯¥—¹. ˜°¶œ¯μ“¯Ô¹ ˜μÒ ¤²ª˜±¤²ª¯¾Ó¯¥²μ“
‚÷¯¢°£¯œ£°ß¯¤¸£¤²¹ ƒ˜°œ² ‰¯¥—£¯—¸. †μÒ ¢¯¥»ª±È²‰¯Ü¾¸ ª°Þ¾¯Ï œ²ªš°¾²‰¤°μßÒ¸
²¥²¬œ²¹ ±ª°˜ Ã¯¨°¤¯‰¯œ²á −¸½˜±¤²μ“ ‹²—‹—Ä¶¨¾¯à ª¨²μ“ −Ø¯š»Ì°œ²
ª°§‰§¸°¾²Ò ²¥²¬μœ ¤°Ì¹ ‰§¸°¾²ª¯Ï −¸½˜±¤²¹ ˜Û¯¦¯‰—¹. −¸½˜±›œÌ°μú
¶¥°§²Ê¯ª²Ò ‰²Ý‰´˜»Äμ¨ œ°ÜÍ¯À°—»¹ ¶œ¥°“—¹.

________________________________________________________________________________
−£³®Ì°Þ −¸½˜±‰¶¨¯“²á ª°¶ªüœÄà ƒß¯˜¯¾²ª¯Ï „˜‰²Ò ˜¥Ì°Þ ˆ¥²
ª°š»¯¢»¯− Î˜° œ“Ô°§¯¾¯Ï ‰©°¤²¶£¯? μ˜Äμœ¤¯—¸ ½¯¶¤¯‹°‰£¯¶¾Ê˜¸?

________________________________________________________________________________

−¸½˜±›œÌ°μú ¶¥°§²á −¸½˜±±•œ¹ ª¥²¹œ¯¨²‰¨°Þ ‰²¦Ç² ‰²¦Ç² ƒß¯˜¯‰²μ£Ò¯—¸ †μú
‚½‹®ª²¹ ¢°½¯¤ª²¹. ‰©°Ç ‡˜¯œ²¹ ªÜ¬Ä¨°μ§ ð°˜°ª°ª¥ ‰—μ¾“²Ì¯Þ
¶‰¥¨Ì°μ§Ã°§²¹ ª°ª°› ¶£Š§‰¨°μ§ „¶š»¯‹Ä¨°Þ ½¶ª«°¾²Ò −¸½˜±‰¨²μ“ †Ë¹
²¥²¬Ó¯¥²¶“˜°¶œ¾¯à ªÜÎ°Å²ª¥°‰¤¯—¸. „Ò˜ª°š»¯¢»¯− ¥¹‹Ì²¹ ƒ· £¯Ý¹ ½‰“£¯¤° ‰¯—¯¹.
„¶š»¯‹ð¤¯¤ ˆ¥² −¸½˜±¶¤¯“¸ −¸½˜±›œ¹ œ°Ü¡œ¸›°Å²ª¯Ä²ª¯Ï ‚Ü¾²¹ μμ›¥»¹ „Ê¯‰²μ£Ò¸
¶˜¯Ò²Ò°ß. −¸½˜±μ¤ Ù¤¯¤²¹ ¶šª°¤¯¤²¹ ‚¥¯›°Å°¥²Ò ·¥¯—°‰ ¯¥Ø¥»¹ ²˜°¤ ˜§£²¦¾¸
‰ÜÒ² œ§¸‰—¹. ƒÌ¥Ì°§²á ª°¬¤Äà ª°š»¯¢»¯−Ì°Þ „àμÔ“²Ì²Ò˜²¹ £¯›»£Äà ª©°
˜°œ²á ¶¡¯›ªÞ¾¥—¹ œ“Ì²Ò˜²¹ ý§½š£¯¤°¥°¾²¹.

_________________________________________________________________________________
‘−¸½˜±‰à¾²¹ ˜²§»¯ª‰¯«¹’ †Ò¢°½¯¤¶Ì¯“ ¸ ª°ª°› £˜Äà¾¸ ª°¢°Ò
−£±œÄ¨¯—²á˜¸. ƒ· −®ü¥»Ì°Þ ˆ¥² common civil code ƒß¯μ˜ £²¶Ò¯È²
¶¯‰²ª¯Ï ƒÏ•»¾¸ −¯›°¾²¶£¯?

_________________________________________________________________________________

−¸˜±‰à¾² ˜²§»¯ª‰¯«¹ †Ò²£¯½˜£ß §¶£Š§‰¨°§²¹ ªÜ¾¸ £²Ï‹—œ¤²¹ −¹¥À—ª²¹
œÞ‰²Ò²Ê¶ß¯. ˆ¥² ¶‰¯£É −°ª°Þ ¶‰¯•¸ †Ò ‚«¤¹ ²¶¥¯‹£œ¥μ£Ò¸ ¶˜¯Ò¯μ£Ã°§²¹
˜§£²¦‰¨¯¤° ª°ª°›ª°¢¯‹¹ œÄà œ²ªÜÌ°Å²¶¯¥²Ò μμªª°›»£¯ÜÒ ‚ü¯¥½‰£Äà
¥−¸¥ −£œ¼¤Ì°§³μ“ ˜±¥²£¯œ°¾²Ò˜¯¤°¥°¾²¹ „ü°˜¹. −°ª°Þ-½‰°£°œÞ œ°¤£Äà ƒÐ»¤°Þ
†ß¯ œÄà¾²¹ ˆ¥²¶¯μ§ ¡¯›‰£¯—¸. ª»ø°œ°¤£Ì°μú ‰¯¥»Ì°Þ “°¶Å§¸°¾Þ ˆ¥²
£¶˜˜¥ −£³®Ì°Þ ‚«¯−»£ß.

A History of Mongols
Dr Nanu-Kandiyil, in his trek through the pages of history, continues with the fascinating account of the
Mongol conqueror, Genghis Khan. The founder of the Mongol Empire, infamous for his bloodthirsty, ruthless
campaigns, was also responsible for the Mongols’ swift rise to power through his dynamic leadership and genius
for organization. He and his men lived on horseback and supplied themselves from plunder. Yet he brought unity
to the Mongol peoples and gave them a code of laws supreme over even the khan.

O

nce Genghis Khan conquered all internal
resistance, he began to look outward. In 1209,
he annexed Uighur, the neighbouring state,
when they broke with the Buddhist empire of Qara
Khitai, based in central Asia near the Persian border.
He gave them autonomous status because of their cooperation and Uighur remained as an autonomous
state throughout Genghis’ lifetime. Genghis Khan
preferred to secure submission from his neighbours
The Palmleaf

without resorting to warfare. In the same year
Mongols invaded Xi Xia, the present-day western
China, which was ruled by the Tibetan speaking
Tangut people. They controlled the oases along the
Silk Road, where they collected heavy tolls from
travelling caravans. The Mongols captured the Tangut
leader in battle but they spared his life and allowed
him to remain as king as long as he agreed to send
troops to the Mongols on requirement. The Tangut
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king gave Genghis his daughter in marriage and Xi
Xia became a vassal state. In 1211, when he was
about 44 years old, he invaded northern China, which
was ruled at the time by the Chin Dynasty. When the
Chin capital Shang-tu was surrounded, the Chin
emperor - knowing the strength of Mongol army offered gold, silver and a Chin princess if he
withdrew his troops. The Khan agreed but one year
later rumours spread that the Chins were regrouping
to attack the Mongols. The Mongols attacked and
took the Chin capital, mercilessly slaughtering its
inhabitants.

Silk Route trading cities of Bukhara and Samarkand
were under his control. As soon as the news of the
Mongol’s conquest of Chin reached the Shah, he sent
merchants to visit Mongolia. Genghis gave them gold,
silver, jade, ivory and a letter to Shah that read, “I
send you these gifts. I know your power and the vast
extent of your empire and I regard you as my most
cherished son. For your part you must know that I
have conquered China and all nations north of it. I
have no need of other lands. Therefore I believe we
have an equal interest in encouraging trade between
our subjects”. Some historians believe Genghis Khan
was trying to trick the Shah into believing that he had
no interest in attacking his kingdom, in order to give
his armies time to recover from the Chin conquest.
Meanwhile the Shah regarded the Mongols as a threat
and secretly began preparing for war. In 1218 a
caravan of 450 merchants travelled from Mongol
territory to the Shah’s empire, inaugurating the trade
agreement between the two emperors. But the
governor of Shah’s eastern territory, claiming that the
merchants were spies, confiscated their merchandise
and killed them all. Genghis sent three representatives
to the Shah’s court. They demanded that the Shah
hand over the governor to the Mongols, so that they
could punish him. But the Shah refused, killed one of
the envoys and burned the beards of the other two.
This was a reprehensible act since the ambassadors
were supposed to be treated with utmost respect.
Genghis Khan was outraged when he heard of the fate
of his envoys.

The Mongols used terror as a tactic of war. The
destruction of Shang-tu was intended as a warning to
others. On hearing this, the Koreans immediately
dispatched diplomats to Mongolia with an offer to pay
substantial tribute in exchange for being left alone.
This was accepted. Genghis did not leave any city he
attacked intact but always spared the life of
astronomers, physicians, blacksmiths, carpenters and
weavers. He transported them to Mongolia to develop
the nation and empire.
At this time, the powerful ruler Khwarazm Shah was
at the helm of the Persian Empire. The Shah’s Islamic
Empire comprised modern day Uzbekistan and parts
of Persia that now constitute Iran. The magnificent
The Palmleaf

Following this incident, Genghis Khan began to plan
his expedition against the Shah - the largest and most
ambitious military campaign he had ever envisioned.
Genghis, then about 56, chose his third son Ogodei as
his successor in the event of his demise. Genghis did
not choose his first son due to uncertainty about his
fatherhood as his wife Borte had been captured and
raped by the Merkits shortly after his marriage.
Genghis amassed an army of between 150,000 to
200,000, the largest muster of Mongol power, but this
was still less than half the size of the Shah’s army.
Genghis and his advisors devised a novel strategy to
attack the Shah’s empire on several fronts to confuse
the enemy. He divided the army into four corps. The
first was led by Genghis, the second by his sons
Ogodei and Chagadei and the third and fourth by
generals. Genghis’s sons took the city of Utrar where
the merchants had been executed after a bitter fivemonth fight. The Mongols slaughtered almost all the
inhabitants but captured the governor alive and
executed him later. Genghis and Subedei marched
towards Bukhara a major economical and intellectual
centre of the empire on a secret route - not through the
Silk Road. When they reached a few miles outside the
city, twenty thousand troops of the Shah stormed out
and fought the Mongols. They were all killed. Upon
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seeing this, the people opened the gates to let the
Mongols in. Genghis rode into the biggest mosque
and ordered it to be converted into a stable.
Everything inside was destroyed including holy books
and manuscripts.
After the fall of Bukhara, the Mongols marched
toward Samarkand, the Shah’s capital that is the
modern day Uzbekistan. He assumed that, hearing the
stories of the capture of Bukhara, they would submit
without a fight. But this did not happen. Genghis
forced the prisoners from Bukhara to march in front to
provide a human shield against enemy arrows. The
Mongols, as always prepared, for a long siege but the
city fell in just five days. All the soldiers were killed;
women were raped and then kept or sold as slaves.
Artisans, physicians and craftsmen were transported
back to Karakorum, the Mongolian capital where they
would serve at Genghis Khan’s court. One skilled
person presumed to have been taken by the Mongols
was Ata-Malik Juvaini. In 1250 Juvaini was
encouraged to write a history of Mongol conquests.
Today Juvaini’s “History of the world conqueror” is a

valuable source of information about the Mongol
Empire.
The Khwarazm Shah managed to flee Samarkand
before the Mongols arrived. Genghis sent his sons
Subedie and Jebei after him. For nearly a year they
chased him from province to province, but the Shah
eventually died of illness. The search turned into one
of the largest reconnaissance missions in history when
Subedei and Jebei reached the Caspian sea. They
travelled further west defeating two armies in Georgia
and crossed the Caucasus Mountain in winter. Several
Russian armies were defeated without much struggle.
The Russian people knew nothing about the Mongols
and where they had come from. When Subedei and
Jebei returned from their expeditions, they had ridden
8000 miles and accomplished what was arguably one
of the greatest cavalry feats in history.
Before returning to Mongolia, Genghis Khan arranged
for the administration of the conquered land,
installing governors and arranging a system of
taxation and tax collection. In 1225, seven years after
he first set out, Genghis and his men returned to
Mongolia.

ˆÝÌ³¾¹
¯¤°½ ¥¯›¯‰´¬¸—Ï

œÈÔ°¥¯Ð°¨‰°¤ œ‹¥Ì°μú ‰É¶½“¯à ¦³£°Þ ‚¦²ª¥°Ô¯˜¤²μ“ ˆ¯¥Ì¯¤° š´«»¹ μ˜¨°Ç².
ª±¥»¶£¦°¤ ª¯Ý²ü¯¥¯¤¹ ¶£¯Ð° ˆ¯“²Ò ¤½ÐÄà œ°¤½Ð—¹ μ¯È°Å¸ ¶˜¯Ò²¹ ª©° ¯¤²‰¤¯—¸.
‚¦²ª¥°Ô¯˜¤²μ“ ˆ©²¾¸ £²¦°Å²‰“¾¯Ï ˜¾¹ ¯ÜÌ¸ œ°§¸¾²Ò μÉ‰²È°. μ˜¯È²£²Ò°Þ
¶½¡¾°È ªÊ°¤°Þœ°Ò²¹ ü¯“°¤°¦Ä²Ò μü¦²Ô¾¯Ü. È¯Ô‰Þ È—Ì°μ§ ¶ÔÈ°‰à¾¸ £²Ò°ÞμÔÈ
‰²È° ˆÒ² ª°¥Ê². “²Ìœ°£°¬Ì°Þ ‰¥²Ì¸ ª±μÊ“²Ì¸ †˜°Ü¾¯œ¯Ç².
½˜±À°˜£¯¤° ª±—²‰°È°¤ œ‹¥¾¯©¸ü¤°Þ œ¹ ü²Ý²¹ ˜°¾°Ì°¥¾°. μ£¯μμ¡Þ
¶ý¯—²‰à œ°ÜÌ¯μ˜ ü°§Å². ‚¦²ª¥°‰¨²¹ œ°õ§£¯¤°. μÉ‰²È°¤²¹ ¤²ª¯¾¨²£¯¤²á
£ÞÔ°“²ÌÌ°œ²¹ ü²Ý²£²á ‰¯—°‰¨²μ“ ‚®¸¨¯š¯¥ªÄà¾²£°“¤°Þ ‚‰¯«Ì²œ°Ò¸ ˜¯©¸Ò²ªÒ
¤½Ðμ¾¯¨²Ì¸ μÉ‰²È°¤²μ“ °Ò°Þ œ°Ò¸ „“²Ì²μ‰È°Þ ¶‰¯ÜÌ¸ †“²Ì². ¢±£¯‰¯¥£¯¤
μ½‰¤°œ°Þ μÉ‰²È° ˜³¾°¤²¤ÜÌμÔÈ². ‚¨²¹ ‚¥ªª²¹ ‰³“°. ª¯®œÄ¨²¶“¤²¹ £œ²¬»¥²¶“¤²¹
‚¶ª«Ì°£°ÜÔ°Þ „“²Ì² μ‰È°Þ ¶‰¯Ü¾μÔÈ μ‰¯¨²Ì°Þ μμ‰‰¯§°È¸ ‰²“Ç¸ œ°æ®¯¤¯¤°
‰²˜¦²Ò μÉ‰²È°¤²μ“ ³Üâ ü°½˜Äà¾¯¤° ‰»¯£¦‰à £°Ò°. £³ª°‰»¯£¦‰à ˜°¾°Ì°¥¾°.
œ‹¥Ì°μ§ ƒ· ƒ¨¹ ˜³¾¹ ˜˜¸−£¤¹ ¶½À‰¥²μ“ ˜±Ï¶£«‰¨°Þ ª°¨Ø²Ò²Ê¯¤°¥²Ò².
‰¯§¶š¯¬Ì°œ¯Þ ¡²Î°£¯Ñ»¹ ¢ª°ÅªÜ¾²¹ ƒúÜμœÝ°Þ œ±Ð°Ì²“°¾¯Ï −·‰¥»£²Ê¯¤°.
ƒ˜°μœ¯Ò²¹ ¢¯‹»¹ −°Î°¾¯Ì ‰²½‹¯£ª¯−°‰à¾¯¤° °¶ÝÒ¸ ²§ÜÅ¾¸ ½¢¯˜¢À—£¯¤°
½˜Äà ƒ· ƒœ¹ §¢»£¯¾²‰¤²¹ μü¤¸˜².
¢¯¬¤°μ§ ²¥²¬¯›°˜»μÌ¾²¦°Å²á ˆ¥² üÜÅ μμË©²Ì°μú £μÝ¯¥² ü¯œ§°Þ
˜˜¸−£¤¹ ‚¶ª«³Üâ¹ ²¶¥¯‹£°¾Ò²Ê¯¤°¥²Ò².
&&&&&&&
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μμ¬¶¾ ½—¯£¹
¶•¯. †¹. μ‰. ¥¯£ü½ÑÏ

¶¦¡»Ï „à¾“Þ ˜Ï š²¡¯¤°μ¤¶Ò¯¥² ¶š«¹
‚›²œ°‰ ²¶¥¯‹˜°¤¯¹ £¯¤¯¶§¯‰¹
−¯ØÌ°‰ ó²˜ −¹¢ª£¯‰²¹ ¶š«¹
−°Ï¡¯š¸ μμ−§¶¦¤²¹ ‰Ë²£°©°Ô°¾²¹ ¶š«¹
‰³œ²‰à ¶¯Þ μ¯Ð²¹ ‚‰¯« ü²¹¡œ£¯¹ −·š ‰³È¹
œÀ½˜Ä¨¯μ‰ œ¯—°¾²¹ μμªš»²˜ μª¨°Å¹ ‰¥²¹
˜°¥¶¾¦²¹ ª±™°¤°Þ §°μ£−±Ï ˆ©²‰²¹ ¶š«¹
μªáÔ¯¤Þ ˜³ª²¹ ¡Ü¸ Þ ¦¡¸ ¯™°‰ ¶š«¹
−£´Î£¯¹ −·œ»ü²Ã£¯¹ μμª£¯œ°‰Ì¯ª¨¹
˜»²î§£¯¹ −¼ÜË −³‰²‰à œ°¦¤²¹ μ˜¥²ª²‰¨¯‰²¹
½¯¶š«°‰ £²Š» ª»ª−¯¤ ¶‰ ½Ñ£¯¹ ¶š«¹
š±¥¯ ¡Ü ˜Ï ¥Ê² œ‹¥Ì°Ï ‰™¤¯¹ š²¡¯¤°
‚˜°™» −·®¯ÜÍ μμ£½˜°¶¤‰²¶£¯¥² ¶š«¹
£˜ ª−¸½˜ −¼¯˜½Ð»£² ª−°¾²¹ ¶š«¹
ª±Ç²¹ ª°−¸‰°¤²¹ œ°¶¥¯›œμ£¯©°ª¯¾²¹ ¶š«¹
−¸½˜± œ°¡œ¸›œÄà ˆ©°ª¯¾²¹ ¶š«¹
£²Ì² ª¯¥§²¹ £±Ï °“²Ìª²¹ £¯½˜£¯¹ ‰¯§¹ £¦Ò¸
‰¯Þ œ³Ý¯Ê¸ ‰¯§£¯¹ −¯ØÌ°‰ „¤ÜÅ ‰¥²¹
¶¦¡»Ï ¥¯» „Ò ð¯œ¹ μμ‰μ‰¯á²¹
−Ò°®°˜£¯¹ š²¡¯¤¸ ¥¯¬¸½“¹ œ°ÜÙ°¾²¹
μμ¬¶¾ ¢°œÑœ¹
ƒ·«¼¥œ²“£¤¯¹ ‰§¸‰ œ¯“¯‰²¹ ¶‰¥¨¹
’¯Ý²¶ª§¤²¹ ²μÒ§¸¯“ª²¹ ‰«²£¯ª¯Þ œ²½‹®±˜¹ ¶‰¥¨¹
‰²¥²£²¨‰¸ ¯˜°¾¯¤¸ ‰¦²ª¯ÔÈ −²§¢£¯¹ ¶‰¥¨¹
ª°¶š« ª»¤Ì°Þ £²Ï Ð°¤°¥²Ò ‰¯§¹ ¶‰¥¨¹
†ß¯Ì°Ò²¹ —°£²“¾¸, ª¯¾·È¸, ›Ü—¤°Þ £²Ïœ°§¸¾²¹ ¶‰¥¨¹
«¯«¼˜£¯¤¸ μ˜¯©°Þ «¯§‰¨“Å°È ‰¯§¹
‰À° ¥¯¬¸½“±¤ μ‰¯á œ“Ì²¹ £½Ð°£¯¥²á ¶š«¹
‰á¾“Ì¸ μμ‰¾³§° μ‰¯á ª°¨¤¯“²¹ ¶š«¹
‰¯Ü¬°‰ £¶§¯§¸ÒÄà ˜Ï ª°§¤°“°¤²¹ ‰¯§¹
¡°¥²š¾¯Ü ¶¯§²¹ ª©°¤¯›¯¥£¯¹ ‰¯§¹
š¯¥°½š», £œð¯, £¯Ñ»£¯¹ ‰¯§¹
−¯ØÌ°‰ ½˜°−œ¸›°˜Ï ‰°©²¾¯Ï ˜³¾°Þ œ°§¸¾²¹ ‰¯§¹
−®½− œÄà ˜Ï ¢¤¹ œ§¸‰±“²¹
‚÷ª°«¼¯−¹ Å“¾¹ ‰ÜÒ±“²¹
‚¤°¥£¯¤°¥¹ ‰²“²¹¡ È°—° ˜Ï ¶£¯À¹ ‰¥²¹
μμ¬¶¾ ¶Ä¾¸ ½—¯£¹.
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Views from our youth
‘English literature: The Indian perspective’
Anything Indian is fashionable today and more so when you are an Indian writing about India. It is
questionable whether this is but a transitional phase or here to stay as a result of its impact, popularity
and contribution to good writing. The interesting points of view presented by the youth of KALA on this
topic began featuring in the last issue of the magazine and comes to a conclusion with this issue. It also
seems appropriate to complement the observations put forward by Preethi Gopinath, who recently
stepped down as KALA’s youth co-ordinator, with the view-point from an adult like Dr Pat Nair, whose
children have had an opportunity to have their say.
With a multitude of books around that were written in English by authors of Indian origin, can you specifically
mention at least one work that you have read? What were your general impressions of the book, its story line and
the style of writing?
Preethi Gopinath:

I have read Ancient Promises by Jaishree Misra, A Suitable Boy by Vikram Seth, God of Small Things by Arundhati
Roy and Gypsy Masala by Preethi Nair. I generally found the story lines enjoyable, but that may be because I can
relate to the characters, especially the Malayalee authors. I especially enjoyed Ancient Promises and God of Small
Things, mainly because of the characters and language which reminded me of Kerala but also the moral and societal
issues brought up in these books which are also important to me having been brought up in England, which has
rather conflicting morals, values and customs. There is something rather comforting about seeing words like
"Amma" and "Chechi", which are in my everyday language at home but seeing it on the page whilst browsing in a
book shop, makes me feel very proud that these books are so popular.

Pat Nair:
Vikram Seth’s A Suitable Boy. Vikram Seth, who was brought up in India, has an international perspective and
therefore would attract a wider audience, even when the story is very strongly Indian. Inspite of its bulk, the book is
easy to read. It is vaguely autobiographical, but is uninhibited, and the characters make a strong impression on the
reader.
Preethi Nair’s One Hundred Shades of White. Preethi Nair, who grew up in England, is probably the first of a
younger generation of Malayalees in UK, who have succeeded in a very competitive literary world and is an ideal
role model for the youngsters of KALA. Her style of writing is fluent, which would appeal to a reader regardless of
their background, and she tells the story that she knows well of a second generation Malayalee in the UK.

When comparing these books by Indian authors with contemporary works and popular fiction in English that are
around today, do you feel that they are written differently and target a totally different group of readers? What in
your opinion are the major differences between these works?
Preethi Gopinath:

From the books I have read - they are written differently, but this is inevitable as the authors are drawing from their
own experiences in India and here and I think that the difference in philosophy and custom will ultimately affect the
style of writing. These books will target a different group of readers purely because one wants to read what is
familiar and I know that if I see an Asian name up on the shelf, I will at least pick it up and read the blurb, although
I may not do the same for an African or Oriental author because that is not what is familiar. Having said that, there
are many fine books from those cultures which I have read, such as Wild Swans, Memoirs of a Geisha and Remains
of the Day which to this day amazes me that it was written by a Japanese author, Kazuo Ishigiro. I have read those
books mainly from word of mouth, and not from picking them up at the library. But I also think that romance,
hardship, war and all the other strong emotions and situations are the same in all countries and so people can relate
to these books, although it may take some effort to get them interested in the first place. I personally enjoy
detective and horror novels, so it is difficult to compare to popular fiction as such but I think that the emotions felt
in, say, a Maeve Binchy novel and Ancient Promises may seem worlds apart but are essentially very similar.

Pat Nair:

The younger authors such as those mentioned above and others like Manju Kapur (Difficult daughters) and Anita
Desai (Journey to Ithaca), have different styles from older writers such as R.K. Narayan. However, the skilled writer
engages the reader, and societal changes will - to some extent - dictate the readability or otherwise of a book. The
contemporary Indian writers have a style very similar to their peers from other countries, who write in English.
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In general, do you feel that Indian authors writing in English are at a disadvantage in trying to express themselves
in their novels? How successful are these authors in handling and describing situations that are intrinsically Indian
through the English language?
Preethi Gopinath:

No, I don't think that Indian Authors are at a disadvantage, whilst their vocabulary may not be as wide and flowery
as some other authors, I am of the belief that sometimes flowery words are not needed to convey a message and
that plain, down-to-earth writing is refreshing for a voracious reader.

Pat Nair:

A good writer should be able to paint a true picture in words. Vikram Seth and V.S Naipaul and many others had
best sellers in the UK and elsewhere.

As youngsters growing up away from India, are you able to relate and identify with the ethos of these writings? In
what ways do you envisage that some of these works could provide you with valuable insight into the Indian way of
life and customs that you are part of but unable to experience first-hand?
Preethi Gopinath:

Although I have grown up outside India, I don't feel that I have been unable to experience the Indian way of life
and customs first hand; in fact they are an integral part of my life here in England and I appreciate these novels all
the more, because they are comforting and familiar to me. Whilst I appreciate that most children growing up here
may feel a conflict between Indian and British cultures, I keep both close to my heart and thanks to a balanced
upbringing, I feel very privileged to be able to embrace the best of both cultures in my everyday life. Being able to
visit Kerala regularly has meant that I am able to experience these ways of life first hand and indeed come back to
England and practice those ways of life here as well. Some people may say that being a "British Malayalee" I may
never be able to fully appreciate the ethos of this genre. All I know is that there is nothing difficult to comprehend in
these books, and certainly greatly value these books along with all of my other favourites on my bookshelves!!
These books serve to educate as well as to provide literary nourishment to many kids here who will reap the
benefits as they grow older and realise the importance of the morals and values which are inherent in Indian writing
and culture and should ultimately be a part of our way of life in England.

Is there a specific author of Indian origin that you are impressed with and worth a mention? In what way do you
think that this author has made a mark within the literary world of English writings?
Preethi Gopinath:

I think that Arundhati Roy and Vikram Seth deserve special mention, purely because they have managed to be
recognised outside their ethnic group and have received much praise from literary bodies which in itself is a great
achievement. I only wish that these authors would bring out more books more often!!

Pat Nair:

Arundhati Roy. She has the moral courage to speak up against corruption and canvass for social reforms using her
literary success as a platform. Sugathakumari does this in Kerala.

Do you think that having Indian roots makes it conducive to a career in writing in English? Is it true, at the
moment, that anything Indian is fashionable, especially with regards to the literary field?
Preethi Gopinath:

I think that being Indian, especially a Malayalee is very trendy at the moment, as the food and Kerala itself has
become very popular. Unfortunately I do think that some authors have used this to publish books, which may be
not of the highest literary quality but will get enough sales because of the trend prevailing at the moment. I
certainly think it is easier to get a publisher interested in these types of books at the moment, just by writing about
some event or other in India without actually being able to write properly. People like myself go out and buy these
books thinking they will cover the familiar stories that we love so much but instead they end up being absolute
rubbish. In the end, those books that are written well will remain popular even when this bollywood fever cools
down!! I think that, maybe, having Indian roots gives you another perspective, which may mean that you see and
interpret things differently. This may give you an edge but at the moment there seems to be too many people trying
to jump on the band wagon that it's difficult to spot the truly talented writers out there.

Pat Nair:

It may open up a door or two, but an author needs writing skills for staying power!
*********************
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The Bird Of Freedom
Varada Sethu

The Blue sky spreads like wings
A single bird flies,
Over the mountains,
Over the sea,
That’s the bird of freedom
Tall it stands, proud and strong
Eyes filled with glee,
Because this bird,
This special bird, is glad and finally free
That’s the bird of freedom

Watching mankind brings a tear to its eyes
for many have starved and many have died
To break the cage and cut the chain,
That bound the bird to agony and pain
That’s the bird of freedom
When the sun rises,
And sky turns into fire,
It flies high into the sky
Singing songs of glory
That’s the bird of freedom
Forever the spirit shall stay,
Presenting eternal hope,
May darkness forever retreat,
For you are here and always will be,
You’re the bird of freedom!
%%%%%%
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